ThinkSmart
Hub
Whether you’re outfitting a large enterprise
or a small start-up, ThinkSmart Hub offers
smarter collaboration technology for
conference rooms of all sizes. This latest
generation of purpose-built Microsoft
Teams Rooms compute-and-controller-inone features premium-tuned speakers and
dual array mics integrated in a new, smaller,
sleeker device.
In addition to being built on the familiar
Microsoft Teams Rooms platform,
ThinkSmart Hub is easy to manage using
Lenovo’s custom-built ThinkSmart Manager
software* along with the more personalized
approach of Lenovo’s optional Smart
Office Professional Services. Combine all
this with the protection of Lenovo’s built-in
ThinkShield security solutions, and you have
a powerful tool for helping teams large and
small to connect, share, and collaborate.
*Included for first year and available at an additional cost on subscription basis after that.

ThinkSmart Hub
BUILT FOR COLLABORATION
Built on the Microsoft Teams Rooms platform, ThinkSmart Hub lets participants
communicate via voice and chat about content in real time. Its rotatable 10.1-inch touch
screen display makes it easy for members of the group to swivel and share control of
the meeting.
KEEPS THINGS CLEAR AND CLEAN
ThinkSmart Hub can fill conference rooms of all sizes with outstanding sound quality
while taking up less space than ever before. It features four built-in 3W premium-tuned
speakers and four dual array mics that makes it sound as if everyone is right there in
the room together. Yet the device has a smaller footprint than previous generations
and employs a new, single cable mechanism to reduce clutter.
INCREDIBLY PRODUCTIVE
One-touch meeting start makes it easy for any participant to initiate a Microsoft Teams
Rooms voice or video conference without dial-in delays. ThinkSmart Hub also keep
IT professionals more productive thanks to Lenovo’s preloaded ThinkSmart Manager
software.* This enables you to monitor, manage, and troubleshoot any number of
ThinkSmart Hub devices from one, centralized location. Lenovo’s optional Smart Office
Professional Services provide additional, personalized support every step of the way.

Lenovo
ThinkSmart Manager
This proprietary, optional manageability console
gives your IT team the power to deploy, monitor,
and troubleshoot your entire fleet of Lenovo
ThinkSmart devices all from one place.
■

■

■

ALWAYS SECURE

■

Teams can collaborate fearlessly knowing ThinkSmart Hub is backed by Lenovo
ThinkShield, the most comprehensive, end-to-end security solution on the market that
combines industry-leading secure hardware, software, services, and processes.

■

Leverage a single console to remotely
deploy, manage, configure, update, and
resolve issues
See real-time status by device and receive
live at-a-glance issues lists
Streamline actions across multiple devices
with “apply all” option
Generate reports to keep tabs on device
issues and trends
Take advantage of elevated security options

*Included for first year and available at an additional
cost on subscription basis after that.

ThinkSmart Hub

performance

design

PROCESSOR

DIMENSIONS (W X D X H)

8th Gen Intel® Core™ i5-8365u

240.0 x 200.0 x 185.3 mm
9.45 x 7.87 x 7.30 in

OPERATING SYSTEM

Windows® 10 IoT Enterprise (Semi-Annual Channel)

WEIGHT

2.47 kg/5.45 lbs.

MEMORY

8 GB DDR4-2400 MHz dual-channel
STORAGE

manageability

128 GB PCIe TLC SSD

ThinkSmart Manager

GRAPHICS

LANGUAGES SUPPORTED

Intel® UHD Graphics 620
AUDIO

English
French
Japanese

SENSORS

warranty

4x 360-degree mic arrays with far-field support
4x premium speakers
IR-based proximity sensor
INDICATOR LIGHTS

Brighter LED status light on column and top of touch
controller

security
TPM 2.0
Kensington™ MiniSaver lock slot
BIOS locking
I/O locking
USB Smart Lock
ThinkSmart OneCable single cable mechanism

connectivity
INPUT PORT

HDMI Ingest
THINKSMART ONE CABLE OUTPUT PORTS

1 x 3.5mm audio (on base)
1x DC
1x RJ45 Gigabit Ethernet
3x USB 3.2 Type-A
1x USB 3.2 Type-C
2x HDMI
WIFI

WLAN 802.11 AC (2 x 2)
WLAN 802.11 A/B/G/N
Bluetooth® Low Energy (LE) 5.0

BASE: 3 Year Premier

optional services
Lenovo’s Smart Office Professional Services offer personalized,
end-to-end support to help you make the most of your ThinkSmart
technology investment.
ASSESS: Lenovo is here to help identify any issues that could
sidetrack your deployment by providing a detailed assessment of
potential red flags and a follow-up report.
DEPLOY: From virtual deployment installation to integration
assistance, Lenovo ensures your ThinkSmart devices function
optimally in your office environment.
MAINTAIN: Our easy-to-follow do’s and don’t’s, remote check-ins,
and assistance with ongoing security patches and updates take the
stress out of updates and device changes.
TRAIN: Lenovo helps instruct all your audiences—IT and AV support
teams, end users, and executives—on how to fully take advantage
of your new technology.
ONSITE: Lenovo provides white glove treatment through a
dedicated, on-site specialist who can complete physical set up,
installation, configuration, and device troubleshooting.
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